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PREVENT

SCANMAX 15
A mini-cabinet X-ray scanner which sees inside your mail and provides instant on the spot
confirmation of the contents of unusual or unexpected packages, allowing even the smallest
office or mailroom to verify its mail.

Rapid scanning technology means items ranging in size from letters and courier
packs through to small parcels and handbags can be placed into the inspection
chamber and are scanned at the press of a single button.
SCANMAX 15 produces a clear colour image of a packet’s contents which is
displayed on-screen allowing you to distinguish easily between harmless items
and malicious mail and instantly confirm a parcel’s safety.
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SCANMAX 15
FEATURES
Rapid Screening
Items are placed into the inspection chamber and a single button action
produces a clear image of the contents in seconds.
Compact and Easy to Use
The Scanmax 15 is designed for easy use by non-technical staff. The front loading
door means there are no restrictions on where the unit can be placed.
Image Enhancements and Options
Images are automatically enhanced for greater clarity with the option to be
shown negative or inversed. There is also a 8 x zoom option and 2 colour options
for highlighting medium and high density objects, as well as powders, syringes
and circuitry.
Safe and Secure
Scanmax 15 uses very low level X-rays and conforms to all published
international Electrical Safety and Radiation Standards and is issued with a
certified Radiation Safety and Test report.
User Training
A range of Operator Training Programmes and X-ray image recognition charts are
available.
SPECIFICATIONS
Power requirements

110/230V, 50/60 Hz

Physical Specifications Inspection Chamber
Height: 89cm (35”) Height: 34cm (13.4”)
Width: 31cm (12.2”) Width: 30cm (11”)
Depth: 50cm (19.7”) Depth: 40cm (15.7”)
Net Weight: 114kgs (250lbs)
Door Opening
34cm (13.4”) x 22cm 8.7”)

Shipping Specifications including trolley base
Height: 110cm (43”) Height: 110cm (43”)
Width: 72cm (28”) Width: 72cm (28”)
Depth: 72cm (28”) Depth: 110cm (43”)
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